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Why Are Holidays So Important?
By: Claudia Orozco

Holidays: why are they so important? If you

think about it, most of the time people are

looking forward to holidays. Well, that is

because holiday traditions are an important part

to building a strong bond between family and

friends. They give us a sense of belonging and a

way to express what is important to us. They

also connect us to our history and help us

celebrate generations of family. Through

holidays, people get new experiences and

memories which they’ll remember for a lifetime.

Holidays also make us people happy.

Holidays are days for which everyone eagerly

waits for. That’s one reason why they’re so

important, it’s because people make them

important. A holiday is a break from daily hectic

routines. Holidays are necessary to feel relaxed

and free. Most people enjoy their holidays with

friends while some choose to relax at home.

Holidays also have traditions and rituals. That's

why to some people, Holidays are even more

important. And overall, people generally just

look forward to holidays the most.

Holidays are also the best part of the year,

they're also very important to the world.

Holidays are where family and friends reunite

and spend time together. These important Days

can bring us unity through togetherness,

generosity, and gratitude. Holidays are all about

celebrating the values that bring us together in

life, such as friends and family. Holidays are an

important part of building a strong bond

between family, and our community.

Makeup Is For Everyone!
By Eva Delfin

Makeup has been around for six thousand years

and will still be around in the future. The

Egyptians were the first to use makeup. Makeup

was served as a marker of wealth believed to

appeal the gods.Makeup has evolved throughout

Many years, it has been around for thousands of

years but didn’t get really popular until the

1920’s, when makeup artists dramatically used

makeup on popular actresses, but not only that

single woman were trying to attract the

outnumbered amount of men after the war.

New Year’s Celebrations Around the World
By: Vincent Zavala

New years is a time to spend with your family and

friends. Most people gather to eat and celebrate the

new year with their families. During New Year's Eve,

people wait until midnight to watch fireworks and

even use fireworks to celebrate the new year. Well,

why do we use fireworks to celebrate the new years?

Well, in ancient times, loud noises and fire were

thought to dispel evil spirits and bring good luck.

People also celebrate their culture during the New

Years. In Mexico, families gather and make tamales

and give them out to loved ones. People also make

resolutions for the New year but about 29% of

people quit their resolutions. But what is a

resolution? A New Year's resolution is when a person

resolves to continue to do good, change undesired

traits, accomplish personal goals, and even change

behaviors. What do people eat during the New years?

Well, on the first day of the year, black eyed peas,

greens and cornbread are most commonly eaten in

the United States.

But what about Chinese New Year? The Chinese

New Year starts on different days each year. They

don’t normally start on the first day of the new year

like the United States. The next Chinese New year

starts on February 1st, 2023. China celebrates New

Years by decorating their house in red for good luck.

Children are given money but in bright red

envelopes. They specifically use red envelopes

because they represent energy, happiness, and good

luck in Chinese cultures. China celebrates Chinese

New Year to honor deities as well as ancestors. And

like other parts of the world, they have a feast and

visit families. So why does China have a different

Chinese New Year date? That is because the Chinese

New Year coincides with the lunar calendar. On the

lunar calendar, the first day of the month begins

during the new moon. Because of this, the Chinese

New Year falls on different dates each year.

Mexico celebrates New Years by putting candles on

a white plate surrounded by beans, rice, flour,

Poetry Corner
By: Fernando Gamez

Middle School
Middle School
Full of friends and love
Hate and lust
Being thrown under the bus

Doing the right thing
Is harder than it sounds
Harder than it looks, to
always want to be found

Rescued from the abyss
That feeds off of your sadness
That doesn’t know when to stop
That will make you collapse

Needing support
Wherever you can find it
Taking it from others
If it means peace

Life upside-down
Never know how
To turn your life over
That frown upside-down

So when you find peace
Wherever you find it
You never want to leave it
But sometimes you must

Coming back to resurface
After all the sadness
You see the world differently
Then you saw it before.

People can help
But sometimes they don’t
Sometimes they think they’re helping
But really they’re not

Don’t fall for the lies
The deceptions they place
To try and make you come with them
And do the wrong things

Because in the end, you’ll find
You never wanted to be with them
You just want to be you
And not just some hologram

Embrace who you are
And what you’ve gone through
No matter what it is
Walk up with open arms

Take what you have
And don’t worry about what you don’t
Because in the end, you’ll find
There’s nothing wrong with you

You’ve been through high times
And low ones, too
But no matter what had happened
You found your way through

Through the darkness, you emerged
Opening your eyes
To a new world of color
Without wearing a disguise



Makeup has many benefits: it can make you feel

confident, enhance your features, make you look

younger,and make you look perfect in every

photo you take.

Makeup is for everyone. Many people like men

sexualized makeup and made it into a only girl

thing. The reason for this is because girls used it

a lot more, and it was always a woman

advertising it. Throughout time women were

targeted as makeup wearers and you’ll no longer

see men with makeup, well hardly. Men started

seeing makeup as “too feminine” and women

who saw men with makeup thought it was “ less

masculine”. let’s not forget makeup wasn’t

always seen that way, makeup should not be

seen as “girls only” if men were actually the

first people to use makeup. Many religious

people believe this is a bad thing but now that

our generation is increasing more people are

starting to grow to accept every gender using

makeup.

Makeup should not be sexualized, influencers

like jeffree star, and James Charles are popular

on the internet for making makeup videos who

are actually men and sell their own products.

These influencers are confident with makeup

and can even go out with it on feeling good.

Makeup is for everyone and any person should

be able to feel good about themselves and take

good photos. Men and women both should be

able to use makeup without being discriminated

against. Many guys like to believe that guys

who wear makeup are automatically gay and

don’t wanna talk to them, but that’s not it.

Men are trying to express themselves the same

as women do so why are they being treated

differently? Why isn’t it a double standard?

Women can use as much makeup as they want

without being discriminated against; men should

be treated the same way too. Some guys really

feel confident with it in this generation. Back

then people made guys believe it was bad to

wear it, but no one should feel bad. If you feel

confident with makeup on they have every right

to use it. Instead of it being one standard it

should be double. Everyone should be able to

use makeup without going on the streets and

being scared of what might happen next. Any

guy or woman should be able to feel confident

and beautiful.

cinnamon and lentils. They let the candles burnout

and the remaining waxy foods are collected and

buried to promote good fortune and abundance of

food for the coming year. Mexicans eat 12 grapes

seconds before the new year, making a wish. Each

grape represents the 12 months of good luck. Mexico

hosts the largest celebration in the country, Mexico

calls New Years (Año Nuevo).

Tribute to A Great Leader
Dr. Martin Luther King

By Krystal Diaz

Martin Luther King jr. was a man that stood up for

black rights and made a speech for it. Martin Luther

King Jr. was an American Baptist minister and

activist, one of the most prominent leaders in the

civil rights movement from 1955 until his

assassination in 1968.

His speech inspired many people in history.

Martin Luther King jr. said “I have a dream today! I

have a dream that one day every valley shall be

exalted, and every hill and mountain shall be made

low, the rough places will be made plain, and the

crooked places will be made straight; "and the glory

of the Lord shall be revealed and all flesh shall see it

together. I have a dream that my four little children

will one day live in a nation where they will not be

judged by the color of their skin but by the content of

their character. I have a dream today.”

“I say it to today, my friends,that in spite of the

difficulties of the moment

I still have a dream.”-Martin Luther King Jr.

August 28, 1963.

March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom, also

known as simply the March on Washington or The

Great March on Washington, was held in

Washington, D.C., on August 28, 1963. The purpose

of the march was to advocate for the civil and

economic rights of African Americans. The march

was successful in pressuring the administration of

John F. Kennedy to initiate a strong federal civil

rights bill in Congress. During this event, Martin

Luther King delivered his memorable “I Have a

Dream” speech. The protest was a success but black

rights weren’t allowed until 1964 by that time Martin

Luther King Jr. was about 35 years old,soon after in

1668 Martin Luther King jr. was assassinated by

James Earl Ray. Still to this day his story continues

to inspire  many  today.

Learning who you are
Can change how you act
Change how you feel
Even change how you react

Because now you know
How to see in color
No longer in the darkness
World seeming brighter

Happiness
By: Jazzlyn Aispuro Vargas

Happiness comes now and then,

we cannot be sure just when.

But when it’s there, enjoy each hour

because happiness has such power,

joy to you it will bring

even make someone else sing.

What peace of mind happiness can show

making you and others glow,

nurture it make it last

forget the troubles of the past.

Never fear that it will go

for it could always grow and then

tomorrow there it will be,

For happiness can set you free .

Mitski
By.  Saray Devalos

Mitski is a 32 year old artist (her birth

name is Mitsuki Laycock Miyawaki).

Her birthday is September 27, 1990. Her

first language is Japanese. She has a

Japanese mother and an American father.

She grew up in a small town named Mie

Prefecture. She did move frequently due

to her fathers job at the United States

Department of State. She sang in a choir

in high school and was 18 when she

wrote her first song on the piano. Mitski

writes emotional music. She describes

her music as a place where people “can

put all of their feelings, their ugliness,

that doesn’t have a place in their own

lives”

Character Traits
By Eleazar Ruiz

Character traits are something you need

to learn how to work with others and

accepting feedback as well as listening to

your teammates so you can learn to work

together so let’s dive deeper in the traits I

have listed.

First we need to learn how to work

together in groups so let’s dive deeper

first if you want to work together you



The World Cup in a Nutshell
By Fernando Gamez

The World Cup is hosted every four years, each

time in a different country than the one before.

In 2026, 32 countries will partake in the

tournament and only one will be crowned

champion. While major soccer competitions

come around every year, none are quite like the

World Cup. The first World Cup was held in

Uruguay in 1930, with only 13 teams

participating. Uruguay went on to win against

South American and Argentina. Since then,

many changes have been put into place,

diversifying the game and making it the most

memorable sporting event in the world. The

2014 World Cup, hosted by Brazil, had millions

of viewers throughout the whole competition,

but the final itself was viewed by over 1.01

billion people around the world, according to

statistics published by FIFA.

Gabriel Asher witnessed the 2014 World Cup

and reiterated how he felt, “It [the 2014 World

Cup] was a life changing event. Watching

Germany’s defeat of Brazil really tugged at my

heart, seeing all of the poor Brazilians witness

such a shock defeat in their homes, it was

surprising and will remain in my heart forever.”

For generations now, the World Cup has been

gathering viewers' countries, while providing

the world with fantastic soccer matches and

unforgettable moments both on and off the

pitch, from both players and fans. As a result of

hosting the 2010 and 2014 World Cups, South

Africa and Brazil respectively, saw a substantial

increase in employment throughout the

tournament, with over one million people being

hired in Brazil alone. This shows the impressive

work of the World Cup as it creates jobs in

developing countries.

Tourism also generated substantial amounts of

revenue in both countries, thanks to the near 1.5

million people who visited both countries during

the tournament each time. Since both countries

are NICs, a newly industrialized nation, this was

incredibly beneficial.

“Playing host will immediately raise the global

profile of a country and might even change

perceptions of the host nation, resulting in

increased tourism and political benefits and

alliances, but accrue over many years.” said

Walter Boettcher. The World Cup though, is also

about bringing people together and sparking a

nationalistic fuse inside each fan watching the

game. In the last World Cup, an average of 26

What Would Happen if the Internet Did Not
Exist?

By: Elena Torres

We use the internet for many things, one of which is

for learning as well as for gathering information. We

use social media for just about everything. We use

social media to keep up with what our friends and

family are doing. We also use the internet for

entertainment, using streaming platforms like

Netflix, Disney+, and etc. But if we didn’t have

social media or the internet at all, we'd be reduced to

writing letters and sending them through the post

office to communicate. If the internet did not exist,

teachers wouldn’t be able to use the app that you use

in class. The people that work from their home

would have to go work in person. The online

shopping would be gone and you would have to go

to the store.

In a lot of cases, it could shut down a large

percentage of our infrastructure. It would be

completely blacked out, we wouldn’t be able to

leverage any technology, it would be a complete

cataclysmic downfall of a lot of our infrastructure.

Technology wouldn’t work and we wouldn’t have

access to the internet.

December Lunch Menu
By Ruby Trevina

need to identify what the end goal is then

give everyone a role that they can do and

let everyone talk and share their thoughts

and ideas and just keep working until

you are done.

Then there is the point of accepting

constructive criticism and how to accept

a complete first let’s learn how to take a

compliment you need to look at the

person have a pleasant voice and say

thank you now how do you accept

criticism first you look at them then you

say okay and accept the answer calmly,

Now all that is left is to put the character

traits into action around your school so

remember cobras be kind and remember

learning is required.

Kwanzaa & Ramadan
By Aminah Jones

Did you know that Kwanzaa and

Ramadan are holidays? Yes!!

They are both holidays celebrated around

the time of winter or when it’s still cold

out.

Kwanzaa is an African-American holiday

specifically celebrated between

December 26 to January 1. Ramadan is a

Muslim holiday celebrated from March

22 to April 21.

One of the most celebrated holidays

between these two is Kwanzaa. Nearly

12.5 million people celebrate it each

year!! A study from Public Policy

Polling found that 4% of Americans said

they celebrate or primarily celebrate

Kwanzaa during the holiday season, but

way less than the 90% who celebrate

Christmas. Unlike Ramadan nearly 1.8

billion Muslims are celebrating Ramadan

around the world. From Iraq to

Indonesia, the fasting month is marked

by games, music, and celebrations. We

will take a look at some of the unique

traditions that mark Ramadan in various

countries. Kwanzaa became a thing

because of a man named Maulana

Karenga who wanted Kwanzaa to be a

way to unite the African-American

community in the aftermath of the deadly

Watts Rebellion. Ramadan became a

holiday because in 610 A.D., the angel



million Americans watched the World Cup,

however, less than 19 million on average

watched each of the 2017 World Series games,

an “American must watch”, according to CNN.

Fun Corner

1f 6ou ca2 4ead 1hi6 6ou have 2olve9 th1s
9rea13 pu22le 1 4av9 m3de. You h6ve jps5
st9ted the c0d9 si P1nap9le

What’s the code hint it’s a fruit
CODE: _________

By: Estuardo

December Fun
By Jennifer Roman Patricio

“Why don't eggs tell jokes?”
“They'd crack each other up!”

“Why couldn't the bicycle stand up by itself?”
“It was two tired!”

“What did the one hat say to the other?”
“Wait here I’m going on ahead!”

"What does a lemon say when it answers the
phone?"
“Yellow!

"What does a bee use to brush its hair?"
“A honeycomb!”

"What do you call it when a snowman throws a
tantrum?"
“A meltdown.”

“Why did the math book look so sad?”
Because of all of its problems!”

“What do you call cheese that’s not yours?”
“Nacho cheese!”

I’m scared of the calendar.
Because its days are numbered!

What About the Phoenix Suns
By: Giselle Castro

Established in 1968, The Sun’s played in the
national basketball association and have won

Pozole Anyone?
By Ruby Trevino

While many of us have tried tacos, burritos,

enchiladas and tostadas, there are many other

traditional Mexican dishes worth trying. One of

those is Pozole. Mexican Pozole is a delicious,

hearty and flavorful meal that has been enjoyed for

centuries. And it’s something that's worth trying!

What is pozole? Well Pozole (pronounced po-so-le)

is basically a type of soup and stew. It is a popular

dish throughout Mexico and is commonly enjoyed

for events and special occasions, such as weddings,

Independence Day, and Christmas. It is described as

Mexican comfort food, because it warms you from

the inside out.

There are 3 primary types of Pozole: Red (Rojo),

White (Blanco) and Green (Verde). Each of these

contains slightly different ingredients, so some of

them will have a slightly different flavor to enjoy.

Try this simple recipe and make yourself some

pozole!

● Heat water. Add pork meat, spare ribs, onion,
and garlic. Season with salt when meat is
almost done. While cooking, skim the top
layer of foam and fat from the pot using a
ladle.

● Remove pork from the broth. Trim excess fat,
and remove meat from bones.

● Now for the sauce, soak the ancho and

Gabriel appeared to Prophet Muhammad

and revealed to him the Quran, the

Islamic holy book. That revelation,

Laylat Al Qadar—or the “Night of

Power”—is believed to have occurred

during Ramadan. Muslims fast during

that month as a way to commemorate the

revelation of the Quran.

Kwanzaa and Ramadan are both every

interesting holidays that

Are very fun to learn about. They are

educational not only for you but also for

others around you.

History.com
National Geographic
Ramadan Guide

Christmas In Mexico
By Ervin Payan Bustamante

Christmas for Mexico is when most of

the people in Mexico celebrate saint lord

Christ / Jesus Christ’s birthday on

Christmas, and they celebrate on the 25th

of December. Saint lord Jesus sacrificed

himself for our sins, and was born on

christmas day, and on that day it’s all

about being jolly, caring about each other

and, spending time with your family.

Mexico celebrates Christmas like in the

US. Families get together and have a

party with lots of food and after on

January 6 we celebrate 3 kings day. We

eat a cake that has certain ingredients on

it and inside there’s a baby figure and its

saint lord christ and the person that gets

it has to have a party at their house. And

the image of how it looks is in the

bottom and it’s called the king cake.

Dia De Los Muertos

https://www.history.com/news/5-things-you-may-not-know-about-kwanzaa?scrlybrkr=482264c2#:~:text=Kwanzaa%20was%20created%20in%20the,of%20the%20deadly%20Watts%20Rebellion
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/culture/article/ramadan
https://www.brandeis.edu/spiritual-life/resources/guide-to-observances/ramadan.html#:~:text=Ramadan%2C%20the%20ninth%20month%20of,water%2C%20during%20these%20daylight%20hours


three western conference titles in 1976, 1993,
and 2021. The Sun’s first seasons were
moderately successful, and the team showed the
talents of the original Sun’s Dick Van Arsenal
and future hall of famer, Connie Hawkins.

Have you ever wondered how the Phoenix Suns
mascot came to be the gorilla? It started in 1979
when Henry Rojas, a west Phoenix native, was
working part-time doing singing telegrams. He
was delivering one to a fan at the Sun’s game’s
at the Arizona Veterans Memorial Coliseum
dressed in a gorilla suit. If you’re ever
wondering who the all-time leader in points is
for the Phoenix Suns, the answer is Walter
Davis. The Sun is about 4.5 billion years old,
and a year is about 31 million seconds long
multiplying all that out. The chosen name sun
was suggested by Selinda King, who won $
1,000 and season tickets for the inaugural
season. More than 300 people submitted some
version of The Sun so Colangelo literally picked
the contest winner by pulling Selinda King, a
mother and employee with the state’s health
department, who won the honor of naming the
team.

Effects of Covid 19 on Adolescents
By: Lyla Gomez

Covid-19 is a virus that broke out in the

beginning of 2019. The symptoms of Covid-19

were fever or chills, cough, shortness of breath

or difficulty breathing, fatigue, muscle or body

aches, headache, new loss of taste or smell,

congestion, runny nose, nausea or vomiting.

The consequences of Covid-19 required people

to wear a mask everywhere and in every

building or place. You also needed to stay 6th

feet away from each other in buildings or just

places in general.

Covid-19 was really bad where people had to be

quarantined. They basically made everyone have

a curfew, people started to get really scared and

concerned about the cases to the point they

started buying a whole bunch of items such as

toilet paper.

The psychological affects of Covid 19 on

adolescents were horrendous. These kids don’t

remember a time when there was no lock down

and they did not wear masks. Kids lost a year of

school and it affected their academic

development. Adolescents are super insecure

and wearing masks has become a comfort for

them because they want to hide.

In conclusion, adolescents were negatively

guajillo peppers in water
● Using a blender process the peppers, garlic

cloves, onion, and oregano.
● Heat oil in a large skillet over medium-high.

Add the dry peppers puree and salt to taste.
simmer, about 25 minutes.

● Using a strainer, add the sauce to the broth.
Bring to a boil and add the meat. Stir in white
hominy, and season with salt and pepper.

Pozole Recipe

How to Accept “No” for an Answer
By:Lilly Chavarria

● look at the person

● say “okay”

● stay claim

● If you disagree, ask later.

For example:

Jose wants to go to the park, but Juan says “no” and

Jose says “okay” and Jose stays calm and Juan says

“maybe next time”. They agreed that next time they

will go to the park.

Weather
By:Adriana Marie Romero

The first month of winter, December,is still a

comfortable monthly in Phoenix,Arizona with an

average temperature varying between 47.8F (8.8C)

and 63 F (17.2C)

Rainfall in December,in Phoenix, the rain falls for 5

days throughout December,0.59 (15mm) of

precipitation is accumulated .Throughout the year ,in

phoenix,there 44.6 rainfall days, and 5.04

(128mm)of precipitation is accumulated.

Daylight in December, this month has the shortest

days of the year, with an average of 9 hours and 59

minutes of daylight. On the 1st day of the month, the

sunrise is at 9:14 Am and the sunset is at 5:20 Pm.

On the last day of December, in Phoenix, the sunrise

is 7:14 Am and the sunset at 5:20 Pm MST.

https://www.weather-us.com/

December Forecast
By Giovanny E.

From November 28th to December 2nd, the weather
will be chilly, with the highest ranging from 72-71
degrees and the lowest ranging from 50-44 degrees.
It will be cloudy on the 1st and the 2nd of December
and don’t forget  to bring a jacket.

By: Azul Munoz

The Day of the Dead, which is celebrated

on November 1st and 2nd, is celebrated

by setting up an altar for our relatives

who are no longer alive. People put

photos of the deceased, make an altar,

decorate it with flowers, candles and

among other things. Normally they are

given an offering, in the ofrendas, they

are almost always given bread and

coffee.

There are people who usually put in the

offerings of foods for the deceased to

enjoy.

An offering is placed on the altar because

it is said that it is the day that the souls of

the deceased are going to enjoy the snack

that is put on the altar. The flowers that

they regularly use are cempasuchil

(tagetes erecta) flowers. These flowers

are used because it is said that what

guides the deceased towards the offerings

that are placed to them.

On the day of the dead there are also

people who go out to parade, musicians

go playing music. These people who go

out regularly are dressed as catrines and

catrinas, that is clothes that have

skeletons and they make up as a skull.

The ofrenda is picked up on November

three, this is because it is said that it is

when they have already returned to the

afterlife.

Christmas in  El Salvador
By: Jonathan Daniel Estrada Ayala

From the family point of view, Christmas

In El Salvador families celebrate it in a

big way, because it is a day when

everyone can get together as a family,

and in the same way to be able to enjoy

as a family, which is, some families take

advantage of the opportunity to spend it

https://benitosmexican.com/news/pozole-authentic-mexican/
https://www.weather-us.com/


affected by all the Covid restrictions and we can

see that in their academics and their social and

emotional well being.

The Pros & Cons of Students Wearing Masks

By: Hazel Denogean

Since the start of the pandemic, masks have
been mandatory for the health and safety of
everyone. But, have you ever wondered what
the pros and cons masks have on adolescence?

Pros
Ever since the start of mask mandates, parents
have been worried that masks would interfere in
their child’s development and learning. Well,
Theresa Guilbert and many other experts say
otherwise. There have been evidence that
suggests masks do not harm children and
instead, help them. Not only do masks help
prevent the spread of Covid-19, it also helps
protect them from several respiratory diseases.
Studies also show that schools with mask
mandates stay open more which is critical for
kids mental and health development.

Cons
And although masks may help, there are some
downsides to wearing masks. In the earliest
stage of life, children watch the faces of people
around them. This helps distinguish between
negative and positive emotions and ultimately
helps adjust their behavior accordingly. But
masks have affected this ability. A study
published has shown that children ages 3-5 have
had a harder time distinguishing the emotions of
masked people than unmasked people. This can
effect the social development of children.

Everything has pros and cons, and masks are
just one of many things. Would you wear a mask
if it was not mandated?

Famous Soccer Players

By:  Alex

Cristiano Ronaldo grew up working class.

Cristiano Ronaldo did not come from money.

He was named after Ronald Reagan.

Cristiano Ronaldo has scored 807 career goals,

making him the highest ever goal scorer in the

history of men's soccer. His net worth is

$500 Million. He first played for Clube

Desportivo Nacional of Madeira and then

transferred to Sporting Clube de Portugal

(known as Sporting Lisbon), where he played

for that club’s various youth teams before

making his debut on Sporting’s first team in

From December 5th to December 9th, the weather
will be colder with the highest only being between
69-64 degrees and the lowest being 46-40 degrees. It
will be a little cloudy throughout the week.

From December 12th to December 16th, It will be
cold so bring a jacket. With the highest being around
65-64 degrees and the lowest going from 43-40
degrees. The weather will be cloudy for most of the
week but the weather will look avg for the 15th and
16th.

The weather will be at a steady temperature with 64
degrees being the highest and 40 degrees at the
lowest. Friday the 23rd there will be no school so
spend some time with family or friends.

Holiday Meal in Tanzania
By: Alphonsina Kabunga

Just like in the rest of the world, a good Christmas

dinner in Tanzania is delicious. Families often buy a

cow or a goat in January to fatten it up in time for

Christmas in preparation to eat it on Christmas Eve.

Many villages also brew their drinks to accompany

the meat.

Almost every Christmas meal in Tanzania includes

roast beef, turkey, mince pies, yellow rice,

vegetables, and a pudding. People first attend the

Christmas mass and then gather at one place with

friends and family to have a sumptuous meal

together.

Here is a common recipe for rice in Tanzania: Add 3

cups of vegetable stock/water, bouillon cube, salt,

close the lid and cook until 90% cooked, for about 30

minutes. Allow the rice to continue cooking until the

rice is soft. If it is not dry at this point, then switch

the heat to low to allow it to dry the excess water

without making the rice much softer. Then, boil the

beef with salt, pepper and some chopped onions in a

medium pot until tender. It will take approximately

30 minutes or more, depending on the cut of beef and

how you like your beef cooked. I sometimes use the

pressure cooker to shorten the process. Reserve the

together because only at this time can

they see and be able to be as a family

since there are In the same way, many

people love to enjoy Christmas with their

friends to be able to have fun and be able

to meet with their friends, in this way

they celebrate it and be able to eat the

typical food of this occasion. For this

day, Salvadorans usually give gifts to

their loved ones, they also tend to wear

new clothes, they are the famous

"releases". And in the houses they are

adorned with Christmas lights and

representative trees and births. All

families know how to prepare the typical

foods for this traditional festival, for

example, many families like to prepare

the famous and typical stuffed breads or

breads with chicken, in addition for this

occasion they usually prepare a turkey,

ham or chumpi dinner and as we know it

here, other families like to prepare

sandwiches or chicken tamales

Weird Facts
By: Perla Herrera

Weird fact is You might think these facts

sound totally false, they’re totally true

like this one weird fact: The hand and

footprints in front of Los Angeles’s

Chinese Theater tradition accidentally

started filming the movie,Alexa Rivera

stepped on dog poop while running

home, that is true. If anybody tells you a

weird fact just know it could be true or it

could be false. True or false to other

people some think is true other people

think it’s false.

A weird fact is when it’s true and if you

don’t believe it’s true search it up and it

will tell you it’s true 29 facts are true that

sound like they’re false that do you guys

think all of the weird facts are true there

is any type of weird facts are most likely

to be true some facts are not true to

another people some think there true

what do you think are there weird fact.
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The National Football League (NFL)
By: Jaden Zambrano

The National Football League (NFL) is a
professional American football league that
consists of 32 teams, divided equally between
the American Football Conference (AFC) and
the National Football Conference (NFC). The
NFL is one of the major professional sports
leagues in the United States and Canada and the
highest professional level of American football
in the world.[5] Each NFL season begins with a
three-week preseason in August, followed by
the 18-week regular season which
NFL

Cordova Sports

By: Samantha Salas

This year, December will have no sports games

played throughout the month, so here are

November’s games and their winners. The

sports played: girls soccer, boys soccer, and

volleyball.

Nov 1: Volleyball Cordova @ Pueblo

Girls soccer Cordova @ CLA

Nov 3: Volleyball: Cordova @ ATS

Girl's Soccer: Cordova vs ATS @ APA

Boy's Soccer: ATS @ Cordova

Nov 7: Boy's Soccer: Granada East @ Cordova

Girl's Soccer: Cordova @ Granada East

Volleyball: Cordova @ Granada East

Nov 8: Boy's Soccer: Cordova @ Isaac

Volleyball: Isaac @ Cordova

Nov 10: Girl's Soccer: ATS @ Cordova

Nov 15: Boys soccer vs ATS home game

Girl's Soccer: Cordova vs. ATS@APA

Nov 18: Student vs. Staff Volleyball Game

Teams highlight in blue are the winners.

More Weird Facts
By: Randy Quintero

Crocodiles can’t stick out their tongues

Crocodiles can’t stick out their tongues because

a membrane holds their tongue on the roof of

their mouth. It is useful because the crocodile

can snap its mouth close without worrying about

its tongue.

stock for later use.

Christmas in Guatemala
By: Mynor Say

Guatemala is held in inns where Christmas songs

sung passing through houses visiting begins on

December 15 and ends on the 23rd of the same

month and a raffle of things to decorate or food. In

Guatemala, tamales and patches are roasted, which is

a traditional Guatemalan meal, and rice and potatoes

are roasted.

In Guatemala, births are roasted that are like models

but with Jesus child and births and are roasted on

November 25. In Guatemala you always take

punches all December and you always get together.

At night in Guatemala on December 25, artificial

bombs are always exploded at 12:00 at night.

In Guatemala it is always collected like grass in the

mountains. It is always collected in the month of

September to be able to make the birth of the baby

Jesus. They also sell it in the markets as well as the

leaf to make the patch which is traditional

Guatemalan food. The leaf is also sold in the markets

as well as the grass and the leaf to make the patch the

banana leaf is used for.

Guatemala explodes artificial bombs for December

15 because Christmas is approaching and begins at

8:00 pm. Lot of people go to see the cuetes and they

are called campero lights where thunder is a square

and they always go with family or friends. They

always put up a large Christmas tree and also hold

raffles of Christmas baskets where cookies come,

soda and much more and tickets are.

General Facts About Christmas

By: Jose Cabanillas

● Christmas is celebrated on December 25th.

● Celebrations include gift giving, family and

other socialization, eating and decorating.

● Father of Christmas also known as Santa

Clause didn't always wear a red suit, he was

portrayed wearing a green suit.

Tell your family and friends that a weird

fact is true, not false.

Weird facts are true not false research to

see that is true weird facts are true not

false it’s your opinion if it’s true or false

other people think it’s true other think it’s

false Ne when people tell you a weird

facts just know it’s true weird facts are

true not false if anyone thinks it’s false

tell them it’s true. Go tell your whole

family that is true if they think it’s false

tell them to search it up. Go spend time

with your family and enjoy Christmas,

happy holiday to all have you.

Weird Facts
By: Vivianne Agredano

Red squirrels can swim and hang upside

down! They can live up to six years of

age. Red squirrels don’t Hibernate; in

winter they rely on food that they have

previously buried.

Pandas

don’t have particular sleeping spots they

simply fall asleep wherever they happen

to be. This is becuase they don’t have

any natural predators to worry about.

Snowflakes can take up to 2 hours to fall

from the clouds to the ground. This is

because the surface area and weight of a

snowflake are primary factors that affect

its fall speed.

Difference Between Texting & Writing
By: Naomi Gonzales

There are many differences between

texting and writing a letter. Writing takes

more time and effort than texting.

Texting can be done easily online.

There are many advantages in texting

that we won’t get in letters. Such as auto

correction, when we make mistakes we

just get them fixed by our keyboard. In

writing you don’t get auto correct, you

have to check your mistakes yourself.

When texting a letter we don’t have to

worry about having a pencil that either

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Football_League


Horses and cows can only dream while laying

down. Both horses and cows can sleep standing

up but while standing up sleeping they can’t

dream. They both can only dream while they are

laying down. It is because while standing up

they don’t experience full REM (Rapid Eye

Movement). REM is what allows us to dream.

Koalas have very similar fingerprints to

humans. The fingerprints of a Koalas are almost

exactly identical to the fingerprints of a human.

Also, each koala has unique fingerprints.

Pigs can’t look up into the sky - For a pig it is

physically impossible for it to look into the sky.

The reason is because the internal structure of

their necks makes it hard to bend and look up at

the sky.

Fish can cough - The only reason a fish would

probably cough is because there is something

stuck in their gills that prevents them from

breathing in water.

Your sneeze is faster than a cheetah - A

sneeze from a human is faster than a cheetah.

Human sneezes can go at a speed of 100 mph.

Coaching at Cordova
By: Trynitee Greene & Kaylie Lopez

Here Trynitee and Kaylie interview Ms. Savlov

about coaching soccer and Ms. Bolin about

coaching volleyball at Cordova. Please click the

pictures below to watch the full interview.

● Did you know Santa Claus is 1,751 years old.

● Many people’s favorite carol is Jingle Bells

written in 1857 was and it was actually

written for thanksgiving and was called on

horse open sleigh.

What is Christmas
By: Isabella Meneses & Thin Thin  Way

What is Christmas? Well, Christmas is an annual

holiday celebrated by billions around the world. It is

traditionally celebrated by many Christian’s to

commemorate the birth of Jesus Christ. But in the

early 20th century, it became a family holiday. This

family holiday was devoid of Christian elements

with Santa Claus playing the crucial role.

Now that your memory is refreshed on what

Christmas is, let's go into more detail about the

origins. The word Christmas itself is pretty recent.

The original word Yule may have been German in

origin. Christmas is a mix of Pagan and Roman

holidays. The Romans celebrated two holidays in the

month of December, they were called Saturnalia and

the birth of Mithra. But Pagans only celebrated one,

Saturnalia. They celebrated Saturnalia in honor of the

agricultural god Saturn. They celebrate it every mid

December.

Now that you know about the origins of Christmas,

let’s check out the many different ways Christmas is

celebrated around the world! In the Philippines, 11

villages take part in a lantern contest. These villages

compete against one another to make the most

beautiful and biggest lanterns. This event takes place

on a Saturday, before Christmas Eve. In the country

Colombia, they celebrate Christmas by lighting

beautifully arranged candles in honor of the Virgin

Mary. Some neighbors even compete to see who has

the most beautiful arrangement. And in Iceland, they

celebrate Christmas 13 days earlier. There are people

dressed up as Yule lads and going across the country.

In those 13 days, the Yule lads give presents to those

who are good in their shoes while the bad kids get

rotten potatoes.

Now that you have an idea of what Christmas is all

about, and how it’s celebrated around the world, we

encourage you to research a different holiday to learn

all about it too! It could be Easter,Halloween or

anything! Until next holiday, see you!

Facts about the 1979 Ford Thunderbird

By: Daron

works or that is sharpened. Texting has

many advantages that texting a letter is

better than writing an article.

Even if texting has more benefits there

are many advantages that only writing a

letter has. Writing a letter can be more

proficient for some people who don’t

agree that texting a letter is better. People

might think it’s more heartfelt due to the

fact that you wrote it yourself. When

writing a letter you would need to make

sure that you have all materials able to

write a letter.

Therefore texting a letter is better than

writing a letter because it's quicker and

there are more abilities when writing a

letter.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cTCxWcqSBikIjaqmJsRzTvGtClEu7qDX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Yq1VP7EQc9CzLrAqUYKIUeWNihJsbEfB/view?usp=sharing


1. Did you know that the 1979 Ford thunderbird

was often compared to the 1979 Lincoln

continental.

2. Did you know that the Ford thunderbird got

its name by a man named Alden Giberson, he

was drinking coffee with a cup that had a two

headed bird on it.

3. The (5.0 liter) engine the Thunderbird has

makes a total of 245(HP)

4. 955,032 Thunderbirds were built during the

three year cycle but sadly the production of

the thunderbird ended in 1997.

Interview With Ms. Glasco

By Jaden Robles

Jayden interviewed Ms. Glasco to talk about being

the Outreach Coordinator here at Cordova

Elementary School.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19PCuGU0pwyAvMQB6FKyJeWOKJKxuhNm5/view?usp=drivesdk

